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I. Executive Summary 
 
The purpose of the Briefing Note will be “identify and examine all legal 
consequences of a possible decision by Ireland not to opt-in to the proposed 
Regulation” on International Successions.  In particular the Briefing Note will 
assess the impacts that such a decision could have on nationals of other EU States 
residing in Ireland and owning assets and property in other Member States and on 
Irish nationals habitually resident abroad or holding assets and property in other 
Member States. 
 
The Briefing Note will proceed as follows. 
 
First, it will summarise the existing rules of Irish private international law relating 
to succession.  Secondly, it will identify the main differences between Irish rules of 
private international law and the Regulation.  Thirdly, it will examine the 
consequences of Ireland's not opting-in to the Regulation.  Finally, it will offer brief 
Conclusions. 
 
In the course of the analysis, the Briefing Note will attempt to determine the 
precise respective remits of the proposed Regulation and Irish private international 
law.  This is not an easy process.  Irish private international law involves scission 
between movable and immovable property; the Regulation is based on the 
application, in the main part, of a single law applicable to all the property of the 
deceased.  Moreover, it prescribes rules for jurisdiction and recognition as well as 
choice of law.  As well as these differences, the Regulation gives centrality to 
habitual residence whereas, so far as movables are concerned, Irish private 
international law refers to the deceased’s domicile.  Working out where the 
Regulation ends and Irish private international law begins is challenging.  The 
present text of the proposed Regulation does not allow for total confidence in 
hazarding the answer. 
 
 
II. The existing Irish private international law rules on succession 

 
The Irish private international law rules relating to succession are in a number of 
respects clear but in other respects quite uncertain, in the absence of a developed 
caselaw.  It is striking how certain important questions have never been litigated, 
leaving unresolved fundamental aspects of law and policy. 
 
The principle of scission applies:  as a general rule, the law of a person’s domicile 
at the time of his or her death governs succession to movable property while the 
law of the place where the immovable property is situated determines succession 
to immovable property.  The concept of domicile involves a connection more 
substantial than that of habitual residence:  it connotes a person’s permanent 
home. 
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III. Main difference between Irish Rules and the proposed 
Regulation/Key Concerns of the Regulation 

 
1. Jurisdiction 

 
Irish private international law rules of jurisdiction relating to succession depend on 
the rules relating to the administration of estates.  The Irish courts have no 
jurisdiction to determine succession to an estate of any deceased person unless 
there is a properly constituted representative of the estate before the court.  
Formerly, it was necessary that there be assets within the State.  That is no longer 
the position. 
 
Under Section 29 of the Succession Act the High Court has jurisdiction to make a 
grant of representation in respect of a deceased person notwithstanding that the 
deceased left no estate in the State.  The court has a discretion as to whether it 
will in fact exercise this jurisdiction in any particular case;  it might hesitate before 
doing so in cases where there are no assets within the State and the deceased was 
not domiciled in the State, though it will be sensitive to the needs of foreign courts 
in this context.  In cases where there are assets within the jurisdiction, the court 
may exercise jurisdiction even where these consist exclusively of movable 
property.  In other words, the Irish courts’ jurisdiction is not limited to those cases 
in which Irish law applies as the applicable law relating to the succession, either as 
the law of the domicile in respect of movables or the law of the state where the 
property is situated in respect of immovables. 
 
Under Article 4 of the Regulation, the courts of the Member State in whose 
territory the deceased had his or her habitual residence at the time of his or her 
death are competent to rule in matters of successions.  Article 5 deals with the 
position where the deceased has chosen the law of a Member State to govern the 
succession in accordance with Article 17:  it empowers the court, seised in 
accordance with Article 4, to stay proceedings and invite the parties to seise the 
courts of that other Member State.  Article 6 sets out rules of residual jurisdiction 
for cases where the habitual residence of the deceased at the time of death “is not 
located in a Member State”.  We shall examine below the possible implications of 
this provision in the context of Ireland’s not opting-in to the Regulation. 
 
The rules of jurisdiction of foreign courts in relation to succession have not been 
fully developed.  It seems clear that foreign courts of the country where the 
deceased was domiciled at the time of death have such jurisdiction in respect of 
movables.  Moreover, foreign courts in the country where immovable property is 
situated have jurisdiction to determine succession to it.  Furthermore, though 
somewhat more speculatively, it appears that foreign courts where movable 
property is situated may have jurisdiction to determine succession to it though it 
may be that, in this latter case, the exercise of jurisdiction by an Irish court 
resulting in a contrary decision would take priority.  In the absence of Irish 
caselaw, no confident answer can at present be given.  One has to rely on the 
caselaw of other similar legal systems and on the views of learned commentators. 
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2. Applicable Law 
 
The applicable law relating to succession depends on whether the property is 
movable (tangible products, money or intangible assets such as shares) or 
immovable (buildings or land).  The law of the deceased’s domicile at the time of 
death governs succession to movable property;  the law of the country where the 
property is situated governs succession to immovable property. 
The question of the essential validity of a testamentary disposition is determined 
by the law of the person’s domicile at the time of death, so far as concerns 
movable property, and the law of the place where the immovable property is 
situated, so far as concerns immovable property.  Thus, it would appear that the 
rules of the law of the domicile relating to a reserved portion of the estate (such as 
a surviving family member’s legal entitlement) should apply to the movable 
property of the deceased and those of the law where the immovable property is 
situated should apply to the immovable property. 
 
There are two difficulties with this approach, which have not yet been addressed by 
the Irish courts.  The first relates to the possibility of its resulting in unjust or 
arbitrary outcomes in the absence of some form of reciprocity of relationship 
between courts of different countries.  The problem can perhaps best be illustrated 
by a hypothetical case, where the deceased dies domiciled in country A, which has 
a rule, purporting to apply to the whole estate, requiring that 50% of the estate go 
to family members, but only 10% of the deceased’s estate constitutes movable 
property, the remaining 90% constituting immovable property situated in a state 
which prescribes only a 20% reserved portion of the estate.  If the estate is valued 
as 100,000 euros, the family members will in principle have access to 23,000 euros 
(5,000 + 18,000).  If the distribution of values of assets had been reversed, so 
that the deceased had left 90% of the estate in movables and 10% in immovable 
property, the family members would have received 47,000 euros (45,000 + 
2,000).  That outcome could perhaps be modified if the renvoi principle were 
applied, and the Irish court enquired as to how the foreign court’s rules of private 
international law would deal with such a situation.  It is possible that those rules of 
private international law would have a distinctive response to the problem of a 
unified rule as to reserved portions being applied in the context of the bifurcated 
rule of Irish private international law.  If they did, then the potential for 
arbitrariness might be reduced somewhat though it would be removed only where 
the private international law rules of both the lex domicilii and the lex situs were 
harmonious.  Renvoi has been applied, not entirely consistently or coherently, by 
Irish courts in the context of succession:  See Binchy, Irish Conflicts of Law, 
Chapter 5 (1988). 
 
A complicating factor is the uncertain standing in Irish private international law of 
the statute that deals with succession entitlements:  the Succession Act 1965.  
Under this Act, where a spouse dies intestate leaving a surviving spouse, the 
surviving spouse is entitled to the entire estate.  Where there are issue, the 
surviving spouse is entitled to two-thirds and the issue to the remaining third of 
the estate.  Where a spouse dies leaving a will, the surviving spouse has a “legal 
right” to a half of the estate of the deceased spouse, if there are no issue, and to a 
third of the estate if there are issue. 
 
The children of the deceased have no right to any specific proportion of the estate 
but they may apply to the court, under section 117 of the Act, claiming that their 
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parent has failed in his or her moral duty to make proper provision for them as a 
prudent and just parent would have done.  The court may make an order for such 
provision out of the estate as it thinks just. 
 
The Act is silent as to its application in the context of private international law.  
The matter has been addressed in only one decision of the courts.  In In bonis G.M. 
Deceased; F.M. v T.A.M. 106 ILTR 82 (1970), a testator, domiciled in Ireland, left, 
as part of his estate, a farm in England.  An adopted child of the testator took 
proceedings under section 117, claiming that the testator had not provided for him 
as a prudent and just parent should.  A question arose as to whether the farm 
should be included in the testator’s estate for the purpose of Part IX of the Act, and 
in particular section 109 (2), which provides as follows: 
 

“In this Part references to the estate of the testator are to all estate to which 
he was beneficially entitled for an estate or interest not ceasing on his death 
and remaining after payment of all expenses, debts, and liabilities (other 
than estate duty) properly payable thereout.” 

 
 
By the time the issue was determined by Kenny, J. it had been conceded that the 
estate, for the purposes of Part IX of the Act, did not include the farm.  Kenny, J. 
said: 
 

“Section 109(2) of the Act has not changed the judge-made rule that the 
succession to immovables is governed by the law of the place where they 
are situate, and that to movables is regulated by the law of the domicile of 
the deceased.” 
 
 

Turning to the adopted child’s claim under section 117, Kenny, J. said: 
 

“The duty is not one to make adequate provision but to make proper 
provision in accordance with the testator’s means and in deciding whether 
this has been done, the court may have regard to immovable property 
outside the Republic of Ireland owned by the testator.  The court, therefore, 
when deciding whether the moral duty has been fulfilled, must take all the 
testator’s property (including immovable property outside the Republic of 
Ireland) into account, but if it decides that the duty has not been 
discharged, the provision for the child is to be made out of the estate 
excluding that immovable property.” 

 
 
After a review of the evidence, Kenny, J. came to the conclusion that a prudent 
and just parent would have given one half of the estate, excluding the immovable 
property in England, to the adopted son. 
 
A few comments about this holding are appropriate in the present context.  First, 
Kenny J made no reference to any claim that the son might make in England 
against the estate.  Thus, one is left to speculate on whether the effect of this 
holding is that Irish private international law is concerned with the content of the 
law of the state where the immovable property is situated (the lex situs) and the 
danger of overcompensation that flows from the Irish court’s reference to the 
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whole of the estate when determining the nature and scope of the testator’s duty 
to his child and the consequent quantum of the award made by the Irish court 
under section 117.  If in this case English law or in any other case the lex situs of 
some other state were to adopt an approach similar to that adopted by Kenny J, 
there would be a clearly unjust outcome since the claimant would, in effect, have 
benefited twice over.  There was no suggestion in Kenny J’s judgment that the 
award he made would ever be subject to modification in the event of such injustice 
occurring. 
 
Secondly, Kenny, J.’s reference in G.M. to the law of domicile, so far as movables 
are concerned, suggests that he would not have countenanced a claim brought 
against a testator not domiciled within the State and having no immovable 
property in Ireland.  If the testator had immovable property in Ireland but was not 
domiciled within the jurisdiction, it seems clear enough that the Irish court could 
make an order under section 117, so far as the immovable property is concerned, 
and, on Kenny, J.’s approach, in doing so, it would have regard to the value of the 
movable property elsewhere.  What is less clear is whether the Irish court could in 
this case go further and attempt to determine the statutory entitlements, akin to 
section 117, of claimants under the law of the domicile so far as the movables are 
concerned.  The general rule that the essential validity of a will of movables is 
determined by the law of the domicile would appear to permit the Irish court to 
attempt to determine statutory claims arising under that law. 
 
Under Article 16 of the Regulation, the law applicable to the succession as a whole 
is that of the State in which the deceased had his or her habitual residence at the 
time of death.  Article 17 provides, however, that a person may choose as the law 
to govern the succession as a whole the law of the State of that person’s 
nationality.  These provisions are quite different from those of Irish private 
international law since Article 16 adopts the principle of unitary succession rather 
than the system of scission favoured in Irish private international law and Article 
17 permits a limited autonomy as regards choice of the applicable law whereas no 
such autonomy is countenanced in Irish private international law. 
 
 
3. Recognition and Enforcement 
 
Under the rules of Irish private international law, decisions relating to movable 
property of foreign courts of the deceased’s domicile will be recognised and thus be 
capable of enforcement in Ireland.  Decisions relating to immovable property of 
foreign courts of the place where that property is situated will also be recognised 
and similarly capable of enforcement in Ireland.  Decisions of foreign courts 
relating to movable property, even where the deceased was not domiciled there at 
the time of death, may, it appears, also be recognised in Ireland though this is 
subject to their being overridden by a contrary decision of an Irish court in the 
exercise of its jurisdiction.  This latter aspect of the law is uncertain in the absence 
of developed caselaw. 
 
Under Article 29 of the Regulation, a decision given pursuant to the Regulation 
shall be recognised in the other member States without any special procedure 
being required.  No review as to the substance of a decision is permitted:  Article 
31.  Grounds for non-recognition are set out in Article 30.  Decisions given in a 
Member State and enforceable there and legal transactions must be carried out in 
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the other Member States in accordance with Article 38 to 56 and 58 of Brussels I 
Regulation ((EC) No. 44/2001):  Article 33. 
 
 
4. Clawback provisions 
 
The domestic law of succession in Ireland contains an important clawback 
provision.  Under section 121 of the Succession Act 1965, dispositions for the 
purpose of disinheriting a spouse or children vesting possession in the donee within 
three years before the death of the donor are deemed to form part of the estate 
and, to the extent to which the court so orders, deemed never to have had effect.  
The Succession Act 1965 does not address private international law aspects of the 
subject save for the formal validity of wills, which is not of present relevance.  
Under Irish private international law, there has been no court decision addressing 
the question whether foreign “clawback” provisions should be recognised.  It has 
been stated in relation to Britain, whose private international  law rules are similar, 
though not identical, to those of Ireland, that “[t]he current position under the law 
in the UK is that clawback claims based on a foreign law of succession are simply 
not recognised or enforced here, even if in principle the estate of an individual in 
this country is governed by that law because he died when domiciled abroad”:  
Ministry of Justice, European Commission proposal on succession and wills – A 
public consultation (CP41/09, 21 October 2009), para. 15. 
 
It is not quite so clear that Irish private international law is so definitively opposed 
to recognising clawback provisions.  They are designed to give practical assistance 
to the forced share provisions and, as has been mentioned, form part of the Irish 
domestic law of succession.  It would be hard to stigmatise them as being contrary 
to public policy.  In the absence of caselaw, the question remains an open one. 
 
Article 19(2) of the Regulation deals with clawback provisions in para (j), by 
providing that the applicable law governing the succession as a whole shall govern 
in particular “any obligation to restore or account for gifts and the taking of them 
into account when determining the shares of heirs”. 
 
 
VI Consequences of Irish decision Not to Opt-In 
 
The consequences of an Irish decision not to opt-in to the Regulation are 
considerably greater than may be generally realised.  A decision not opt-in means 
that the rules of Irish private international law continue to apply, not just in 
relation to Irish nationals but in relation to any person, regardless of nationality, to 
whom they at present apply.   
 
 
 
1. Effects on Jurisdiction 
 
A decision by Ireland not to opt-in to the Regulation means that its existing rules of 
private international law will continue to apply.  Thus, Irish courts are, in theory at 
least, capable of exercising jurisdiction in relation to succession on the basis of a 
grant of representation regardless of whether the deceased was domiciled or 
habitually resident in Ireland, was an Irish national or had movable or immovable 
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property in Ireland.  The exercise of this jurisdiction is a matter for the court to 
determine in its discretion.  The fact that there will be a Regulation in place 
affecting so many Member States will, of course be a reason why an Irish court 
might exercise its discretion in a way that it considers to support rather than 
subvert the Regulation but neither the existence nor the provisions of the 
Regulation would appear to fetter the court in any specific way in this regard. 
 
Let us now consider the relevance of Article 6 of the Regulation, which provides as 
follows: 
 

“Where the habitual residence of the deceased at the time of death is not 
located in a Member State, the courts of a Member State shall nevertheless 
be competent on the basis of the fact that succession property is located in 
that Member State and that: 
 
(a) the deceased had their previous habitual residence in that Member 

State provided that such residence did not come to an end more than 
five years before the court was deemed to be seised;  or, failing that, 

(b) the deceased had the nationality of that Member State at the time of 
their death;  or, failing that, 

(c) an heir or legatee has their habitual residence in the Member State;  
or, failing that, 

(d) the application relates solely to this property.” 
 
 
Article 1(2) provides that 
 

“[i]n this Regulation, ‘Member State’ means all the Member States with the 
exception of Denmark, [the United Kingdom and Ireland].” 

 
 
On the basis that the United Kingdom and Ireland do not opt-in to the Regulation, 
it appears that Article 6, when it refers to “a Member State”, is referring to any of 
those Member States other than the three mentioned in Article 1(2) and that its 
reference to cases where “the habitual residence of the deceased at the time of 
death is not located in a Member State” extends to cases where the habitual 
residence of the deceased at that time is located in one of the three states.  Thus, 
in a case where the deceased was habitually resident in Ireland and succession 
property is located in one of the Member States to which the Regulation applies, 
that Member State (subject to fulfilling at least one of the further requirements 
specified in paragraph (a), (b), (c) or (d)) can exercise jurisdiction under the 
Regulation in respect of the succession as a whole. 
 
A further issue arises.  Under the rules of Irish private international law, the courts 
of foreign states also have jurisdiction over succession based on such connections 
as the existence of property there or the domicile of the deceased.  Once the 
Regulation comes into force, it seems clear that Member States to which the 
Regulation applies will not consider themselves free to avail themselves of this 
entitlement to exercise jurisdiction which the rules of Irish private international law 
concede to them in theory. 
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a. Case Studies – Comparison between Opt-In and Non-Opt-In  
 
aa. Nationals of Other EU Member States Habitually Resident in Ireland 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, Ireland will have jurisdiction under Article 4 
where a national of another EU Member State died habitually resident in Ireland.  
Residental jurisdiction may also arise under Article 6 in another Member State if 
the deceased left succession property in that State and at least one of the further 
requirements specified in paragraphs (a) to (d) is fulfilled. 
 
If Ireland does not opt-in, then the rules of Irish private international law relating 
to jurisdiction apply.  An Irish court has jurisdiction in such a case though it may 
elect not to exercise its discretion in that regard.  The fact of the deceased’s 
habitual residence in Ireland would not be crucial and certainly would carry 
considerably less weight than if the deceased were domiciled in Ireland or had 
property located there.  Under Irish private international law, the assertion of 
jurisdiction by an Irish court is without prejudice to the entitlement of a foreign 
court to assert jurisdiction, certainly based on the domicile of the deceased in that 
court’s country or the location of property there and, possibly, even in cases where 
there is no such connection.  The absence of developed caselaw on this question 
must leave the answer uncertain. 
 
At this point, the Irish courts will be required to apply the traditional rules of Irish 
private international law as to jurisdiction in a new environment.  They simply 
cannot ignore the phenomenon of the existence of the Regulation, applying to all 
EU Member States save three.  How the Irish courts will exercise their discretion in 
this context is a matter on which one may speculate but to which there can be no 
certain answer at present.  It seems most unlikely that an Irish court would restrict 
its discretion to exercise jurisdiction to those cases where the deceased was 
habitually resident in Ireland at the time of death.  As has been mentioned, 
Member States to whom the Regulation applies will not take up the entitlement to 
exercise jurisdiction which is conceded to them under the rules of Irish private 
international law. 
 
 
bb. Nationals of Other EU Member States Habitually Resident in Other EU 
Member States but Owning Property in Ireland 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then it will be able to exercise residual 
jurisdiction under Article 6, provided at least one of the further conditions specified 
in paragraphs (a) to (d) is fulfilled.  If Ireland does not opt-in, then the rules of 
Irish private international law relating to jurisdiction apply.  The Irish courts have 
jurisdiction.  The location of property in Ireland is a potent reason for the Irish 
courts to use their discretion to exercise that jurisdiction.  The foreign habitual 
residence and nationality of the deceased  are not significant factors weighing 
against the exercise of that discretion. Even if a foreign domicile were established, 
that would not prevail against the exercise of that jurisdiction. 
 
The exercise by the Irish courts of jurisdiction in respect of this category of case 
would be without prejudice to the exercise of foreign courts of jurisdiction, based 
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on the domicile of the deceased or the location of property there (or, conceivably, 
even if neither such connecting factor could be established). 
 
cc. Nationals of Ireland Habitually Resident in other Member States 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, it may not exercise jurisdiction in respect of 
Irish nationals habitually resident in another Member State.  Jurisdiction will be 
found in the particular Member State where that Irish national was habitually 
resident at the time of death.  If Ireland does not opt-in to the Regulation, then the 
rules of Irish private international law relating to jurisdiction will apply.  Neither the 
factor of Irish nationality nor the factor of foreign habitual residence will weigh one 
way or the other with the Irish courts in their discretion as to whether to exercise 
their admitted jurisdiction in such a case.  The factors that would weigh in favour 
of such discretion  are the presence in Ireland of property (not mentioned in this 
scenario) or the domicile of the deceased in Ireland. 
 
 
dd. Nationals of Ireland Habitually Resident in Ireland but Owning 
Property in Other EU Member States 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then it may exercise jurisdiction under Article 
4.  The courts of the other Member State where the deceased owned property may 
exercise residual jurisdiction under Article 6, provided at least one of the extra 
requirements specified in paragraphs (a) to (d) is fulfilled.  If Ireland does not opt-
in, then the rules of Irish private international law relating to jurisdiction apply.  
The factor of the foreign location of the property will weigh against Irish courts’ 
using their discretion to exercise jurisdiction though, if in this case the Irish 
national was also domiciled in Ireland, this would be a strong counterweight.  The 
exercise by foreign courts of jurisdiction is also envisaged under the rules of Irish 
private international law.  The location of property in a foreign state is regarded as 
a perfectly legitimate reason for the courts of that state to assert and exercise 
jurisdiction in respect of succession.  Member States may seek to exercise residual 
jurisdiction under Article 6 of the Regulation.  Their possible entitlement to do so 
has been discussed above. 
 
2. Effects on the Applicable Law 
 
The most striking differences in outcome as between Ireland’s opting-in and not 
opting-in to the Regulation arise in the context of the applicable law.  If Ireland 
opts-in, then a unitary system of succession will apply, based on the law of the 
State of habitual residence of the deceased at death.  If Ireland does not opt-in, 
then the scission principle under Irish private international law will continue to 
apply: the law of the deceased’s domicile will continue to determine the succession 
to his or her movables and the law of the state where the immovable property is 
located will continue to determine succession to the immovable property.  
(Moreover the limited option of autonomous choice, permitted by Article 17 of the 
Regulation, has no equivalent under the rules of Irish private international law.)  It 
may be that Irish courts will apply the doctrine of renvoi.  If they do, this could 
result in the application of the rules of the Regulation as to the applicable law being 
applied as representing the private international law rules of the state of domicile 
or of location of the immovables.  Whether this will happen is uncertain in view of 
the uncertain status of the renvoi doctrine in Irish private international law. 
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a. Case Studies – Comparison between Opt-In and Non-Opt-In 
 
aa. Nationals of Other EU Member States Habitually Resident in Ireland 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then Irish law, as the law of the deceased’s 
habitual residence, will apply in the case of the succession to the estate of a 
national of another EU Member State who dies when habitually resident in Ireland: 
Article 16.  The deceased may also have exercised the limited option of 
autonomous choice permitted by Article 17.  If Ireland does not opt-in to the 
Regulation, then the rules of Irish private international law will continue to apply.  
The succession to the estate of the foreign EU national will be determined by 
reference to his or her domicile, so far as movables are concerned, and the location 
of the immovable property, so far as the immovable property is concerned.  
Habitual residence will not of itself be a factor.  Whether renvoi will be applied so 
as to result in the application of the law of the state of habitual residence is not 
certain. 
 
bb. Nationals of Other EU Member States Resident in Other EU Member 
States but Owning Assets in Ireland 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then the succession to the estate of a national 
of an EU Member State other than Ireland will be determined by the law of the 
deceased’s state of habitual residence at the time of his or her death.  If Ireland 
does not opt-in to the Regulation, then the rules of Irish private international law 
will continue to apply.  The succession to the estate of the foreign EU national will 
be determined by reference to his or her domicile, so far as movables are 
concerned, and by Irish law, so far as any immovable property in Ireland is 
concerned, on the basis that the immovable property is located in Ireland.  As 
regards movable property, the fact that this may have been located in Ireland is 
not relevant; neither is residence a relevant factor (save to the extent that it is one 
of the elements that must be considered when determining domicile).  The 
uncertain possibility of application of renvoi has already been mentioned. 
 
 
cc. Nationals of Ireland Resident in Other Member States  
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, the succession to the estate of an Irish 
national resident abroad will be determined by the law of the Member State of that 
person’s habitual residence at the time of death.  Habitual residence does not 
necessarily coincide with residence: thus it is conceivable that an Irish national 
might be resident abroad while being habitually resident in Ireland.  The option of 
limited autonomous choice provided by Article 17 also applies. 
 
If Ireland does not opt-in to the Regulation, then the existing rules of Irish private 
international law will continue to apply.  The succession to the deceased’s movable 
property will be determined by the law of his or her domicile and succession to his 
or her immovable property will be determined by the law of the state where it is 
located.  The deceased’s habitual residence will not be a relevant factor.  His or her 
residence will be a relevant element to be considered in determining his or her 
domicile, but has to be considered in conjunction with his or her intention, so that 
often a person may be found to have been domiciled in a state where he or she 
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was not residing at the time of death – for example, an Irish national long resident 
(and habitually resident) in London who intended to return to live in Ireland in old 
age.  The Irish nationality of the deceased is not, of itself, a determinative factor.  
Reference should again be made to the possibility of application of the renvoi 
doctrine. 
 
 
dd. National of Ireland Resident in Ireland but Owning Assets in Other EU 
Member States 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then the courts of the Member State where the 
Irish national was habitually resident at the time of death will determine succession 
to his or her estate.  That Member State will not necessarily be Ireland since it is 
possible for a person to be resident in one country and habitually resident in 
another.  The limited option of autonomous choice provided by Article 17 will also 
be available. 
 
If Ireland does not opt-in to the Regulation, then the rules of Irish private 
international law will continue to apply.  The succession to the deceased’s movable 
property will be determined by the law of the state of the deceased’s domicile, 
while succession to the deceased’s immovable property will be determined by the 
Member State where it is located.  (If the immovable property is located in more 
than one such Member State, then the succession will be determined, as regards 
each element of the immovable property thus separately located, by the law of the 
particular state where it is located.)  The Irish nationality of the deceased is not, of 
itself, a determinative factor.  Again reference should be made to the possibility of 
the application of the renvoi doctrine. 
 
 
3. Effects on Recognition and Enforcement 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then the provisions relating to recognition and 
enforcement contained in Chapter IV and relating to recognition of authentic 
instruments, contained in Chapter V will apply.  If Ireland does not opt-in, then the 
rules of Irish private international law relating to recognition and enforcement will 
continue to apply.  As has been indicated earlier, the circumstances in which 
foreign courts may exercise jurisdiction appear to be very broad, extending to 
cases where property is located in the foreign state or the deceased was domiciled 
there and perhaps even more extensively than this.  The decision of foreign courts 
grounded on such jurisdiction will be recognised and capable of enforcement in 
Ireland though it may be that in cases where an Irish court gives a judgment 
inconsistent with a foreign court’s judgment in respect of succession to property 
located in Ireland, the Irish decision will have priority.  However, once the 
Regulation comes into force, Member States to which the Regulation applies will 
not exercise jurisdiction outside the terms of the Regulation so will not avail 
themselves of the jurisdictional entitlement conceded to them under the rules of 
Irish private international law.  There is no equivalent in Irish private international 
law of Chapter V of the Regulation in respect of recognition of authentic 
instruments.   
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4 Consequences as to the Creation of a European Certificate of Succession 
 
If Ireland opts-in to the Regulation, then of course the provisions of Chapter VI 
relating to the European Certificate of Succession will apply.  If Ireland does not 
opt-in, then Chapter VI will have no application in relation to Ireland.  It may be 
that nonetheless the existence of this new phenonomen would have a considerable 
influence on Irish courts in determining entitlements under a foreign succession.  
There is no reason why the Irish courts should not avail themselves of the 
evidential utility of the European Certificate of Succession without in any way being 
obliged under the Regulation (which, ex hypothesi, will not apply) to afford it 
recognition. 
 
V. Conclusions 
 
Perhaps the most important conclusion from this analysis is that, if Ireland does 
not opt-in to the Regulation, the consequences extend far further than in relation 
to cases involving Irish nationals habitually resident in Ireland.  The rules of Irish 
private international law, which will continue to apply, are based on the scission 
principle, involving reference to both the domicile of the deceased and the location 
of the immovable property.  The potential for complexity and, at least initially, 
uncertainty is significant. 
 
 
 



 






